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Managing Traffic Records Systems Through 

Management Information Systems 
DOUGLAS K. TOBIN 

ABSTRACT 

Traditionally, traffic records systems have 
been defined as management information sys
tems for highway safety programming. In 
fact, they are also massive operating sys
tems concerned with products, revenue col
lection, and record maintenance. Highway 
safety management information is often a 
secondary concern. Managing these operating 
systems requires smaller management informa
tion systems whose data serve to support, 
control, define, and analyze the operations 
of the major traffic records systems. Al
though these smaller management information 
systems have not been traditionally thought 
of within the context of the traffic records 
system, their success or failure may have 
consequences for the success or failure of 
the traffic records system and the entire 
highway safety programming effort. These 
small support systems serve to ensure the 
timely creation and updating of the traffic 
records systems with quality data. They 
also serve to ensure performance of basic 
functions, thereby permitting greater man
agement time and attention to highway safety 
programming. 

Traffic records have traditionally been described as 
record keeping systems for driver, vehicle, roadway 
and environment, and accident data. Perhaps even 
more so, the accident records system has generally 
been held to be the traffic records s ystem. 

In concept, a traffic records system is the man
agement information system (MIS) dedicated to high
way safety. In reality, however, traffic records 
systems, at least the major subsystems of the driver 
and vehicle, are large extensive processing, produc
tion, and revenue collection systems that operate in 
addition to the highway safety programming uses. In 
fact, their use as highway safety systems can be 
secondary, particularly in the case of the vehicle 
file, to that of revenue collection and other pur
poses. 

The driver and vehicle systems contain millions 
of records and are extremely dynamic. The ability 
to quickly create and update these records with 
quality data is a prime determinant of the value of 
a state traffic records system. 

Pennsylvania has approximately 7.5 million ve
hicles with a total active vehicle registration file 
of 13 million records. On any given work day, an 
average of 44,000 paid transactions are processed 
against that file. Several thousand additional free 
transactions are also processed, particularly change 
of addresses. 

The Pennsylvania driver license file contains 
7 . 25 million drivers, while the number of active 
records on file is approximately 8.8 million. Some 
40,000 driver licenses, new and renewed, are pro-

duced and 20,000 citations and suspension actions 
are taken each week. By contrast, Pennsylvania's ac
cident record system creates 130,000 records a year 
and 500 records daily. Altogether, the active acci
dent record file is about 550,000 records. And even 
though this system is Pennsylvania's most sophisti
cated traffic records system, it still has perfor
mance standards for its managers that are productiv
ity oriented in an operational sense. 

Thus to view traffic records systems solely with
in the context of providing highway safety data is 
to really miss the mark by a fair margin. 

If the operating systems work and work well, 
there is a reasonable chance that an integrated 
traffic records system will pay off on its invest
ment. If the operating system does not work well, 
budget dollars are going not to an integrated traf
fic record MIS but instead are going into propping 
up the operating systems because they interface 
directly with the motoring public. Because of that, 
they are never allowed to fail. 

To illustrate that point, in 1970 Pennsylvania 
had no accident record system, even though a com
puterized accident record system had been opera
tional since 1966. The entire Bureau of Accident 
Analysis, which operated the accident record system, 
was shifted lock, stock, and barrel to assist the 
faltering vehicle registration system that year. 

Although the driver, vehicle, and accident record 
systems are massive and complex, managing the day
to-day operation of these data factories requires 
smaller MISs, whose data serve to support, control, 
analyze, and direct. (The roadway information sys
tem, which is a vital part of the traffic records 
system, is excluded from this discussion in order to 
concentrate only on the driver and vehicle systems.) 

Previously, many of these MISs were in reality 
management reporting systems; that is, how many wid
gets or transactions were produced. In Pennsylvania 
the registration of vehicles and the licensing of 
drivers began in 1906; since then a few documents 
have been lost in file drawers only to be recovered 
later and treasured as historical documents. Among 
these papers are different reports used over the 
years. They all are of the management reporting va
riety. Those types of reporting systems remain and 
in fact were the MISs until 1979. Many published 
accident statistics are little better than reporting 
mass arrays of data by frequency and type. 

An MIS is no substitute for management; rather it 
is a tool. It is immaterial whether the MIS is com
puterized or not. What is material is the relevance 
of what it measures, the relevance of the data it 
collects and manipulates. This holds true for the 
traffic records system as well. 

MISS are to report the exception and prove the 
general rule or standard. For example, the Bureau of 
Traffic Safety wants a specific population of repeat 
offenders to be defined. In addition to defining thP 
parameters of that group, the Bureau needs demo
graphics from the files for that population because 
they are an exception. Likewise, for statistical 
quality control, the Bureau wants to know when the 
process is within standard or tolerance and when a 
process is out of control before it goes beyond a 
set tolerance. 
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Whether needing data on recidivism rates for 
school bus violations, suspensions, or the time to 
produce a driver's license, the principles for an 
MIS remain the same, 

l. Know what needs to be measured, 
2. Set up a collection and reporting system, and 
3. Collect the pertinent data. 

Oftentimes the order is reversed. The data that are 
available are reported, not the data that are needed. 

Beginning in 1979 at the Pennsylvania Department 
u( Transportation (PennDOT), department-wide report
ing began as part of a management-by-objectives pro
gram. How much was produced was not a relevant mea
sure of performance because PennDOT had a captive 
market and it was not relevant to the level of ser
vice provided to its customers. Because the Depart
ment could not or should not license any more 
drivers than were eligible, it concentrated on how 
well the licensing functions were performed. What 
also became relevant was the cost of operating those 
systems, particularly in terms of staffing. 

To better understand how these subsystem MISs are 
used to run PennDOT's main operating systems, three 
examples are discussed. 

TURNAROUND TIME REPORTING 

Pennsylvania's traffic records systems are fairly 
unique, at least in one aspect. Al though as a gen
eral rule accident record systems are centralized, 
driver and vehicle license issuance throughout the 
rest of the United States tends to be decentralized. 
In Pennsylvania, however, all processing and issu
ance is centralized in Harrisburg. The only transac
tions done outside of Harrisburg are those for tem
porary license plates, which are available from 
da~l~r::, and t~~ir?,;: the phot09r~ph fol'" driver 
licenses. All products are produced in Harr is burg 
and either sent back to Pennsylvania motorists 
through the mail or by registered messenger ser
vices. Thus the time it takes to produce a given 
product is an important indicator of performance. 
From a traffic records point of view, it is just a~ 
important to be timely in creating and updating 
records. Over the past 4 years a series of small 
MISs have been developed and implemented to measure 
the length of time it takes to complete a given pro
cess. These MISs are fairly simple but have a high 
degree of relevance in terms of system management 
for performance. 

By December 1980 turnaround times were measured 
for the four major product lines: titles and vehicle 
registrations, driver lic1mses, registration re
newals, and driver license renewals. At first the 
systems were extremely simple, with data being ex
tracted from processed source documents. The mail 
opening receipt date was compared with the automated 
system process date and processing time was calcu
lated in term of workdays. 

In 1980 the title and registration turnaround 
time system was changed. A sample size of 100 pro
cessed documents was selected at random each day to 
give a 95 percent level of con.fidence. Processing 
time was broken down for each discrete action within 
the whole system. In other words, processing time 
was calculated for mail opening, another time cal
culated for sorting, and so on, until the certifi
cate of title had actually been processed. 

With this more detailed information, management 
began to work on the numbers. Numbers that appeared 
disproportionately high with respect to the activity 
involved for a particular process in the system were 
worked on by special management and supervisory 
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teams. Procedures for those processes were either 
scrapped or revised to permit streamlined process
ing. A new title and sales tax applications pro
cessing system was developed and implemented. One 
of the important design elements of the new system 
was an automated MIS for turnaround time. The neces
sary data storage was created on the vehicle regis
tration file and the requisite transactions were 
modified to either capture or automatically acquire 
process date data for each defined processing point. 

However, the automated system did not work and 
has not worked yet. The difficulty was not in cap
turing the data, but in the lOCJiC to nP.tP.rmine which 
transactions and parts of certain transactions were 
pertinent to determining appropriate turnaround 
times. 

The automated reporting system was quietly turned 
off. However, because the data were captured by the 
system, a routine inquiry transaction was used to 
acquire the data needed by video display terminal 
(VDT). Processed batches were selected at random as 
before. However, the sample size was increased to 
2,500 because through VDT inquiry, acquisition, and 
manipulation of data were fairly simple, although 
still manual. 

The turnaround time management information that 
began with the vehicle title and registration pro
cess has been expanded to other areas. It has been 
the most useful of PennDOT's MISS. The Department 
measures processing times for processing citations, 
court records, accident reports, and for processing 
the client in-take evaluation results for first-of
fense driving under the influence (DUI) drivers in 
the court reporting network. 

As with other endeavors, time is of the essence 
when managing the operating systems that comprise an 
integrated traffic records system. Timeliness of 
data acquisition and reduction is an important 
determinant of the quality of highway safety manage
ment systems that support highway safety programming. 

PRODUCTION PLANNING 

The Department faced an annual cr1s1s every spring 
and summer with the seasonal rise of car sales and 
the staff taking vacations. Adding to that crisis 
was the processing of driver license and learner 
permit applications that uses some of the same re
sources, such as mail opening and sorting. This 
activity also has an annual increase in activity at 
the same time. In the past the solution to this 
particular recurring crisis was increased staffing. 
However, with emphasis on sta ·ff reduction, the De
partment knew that it had to plan better both in 
terms of streamlining the processing system and 
staffing. 

Larry White at the PennDOT Bureau of Motor 
Vehicles and Licensing and his staff began initial 
planning in the fall of 1981 by using the previous 
year's volumes as a .model for the anticipated work 
flow through the various working areas. The initial 
application was used successfully to schedule annual 
leave in affected work areas. 

In 1982, after acquiring an Apple III microcom
puter, work began on a computerized production fore
casting system for the work areas of the title and 
registration and driver license application systems. 

Robert Baron of the Bureau of Motor Vehicles and 
Licensing developed the forecasting model using 
Visicalc. The model was designed in part to help 
clear external variables such as environmental 
changes that are contingent on political and eco
nomic conditions. A large data base was developed 
from historical and current data from the affected 
areas. 
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The most unpredictable factor is the external 
variable, volume. Volume is forecasted by taking a 
weighted moving average of demand, Each month the 
average of the last 12 months is recomputed by add
ing the latest month's figures and recalculating the 
average, The next refinement is to give greater 
weight to the latest information and to calculate a 
weighted moving average. By using a smoothing con
stant, the weight given to a period is reduced by a 
fixed proportion each time the average is recomputed. 

The value of the smoothing constant usually lies 
in a range between 0.01 and 0.09. A low value makeg 
the forecast slow to respond to changes in demand, 
and a high value makes it react quickly. In other 
words, if more value is necessary from the most re
cent data, a smoothing constant of 0.02 or greater 
is needed. The value used is estimated and is based 
on forecast error and the known accuracy of the his
torical data. 

This statistical model requires 
of data for accuracy, with the 
years, The average of the last 12 
puted monthly by adding the latest 
calculating the average: 

2 or more years 
optimum being 5 
months is recom

data and then re-

New forecast= (Forecast for current period) + 
[(Current period demand) - (Forecast for cur
rent period)] x (Smoothing constant). 

Seasonal trends that affect processing are iden
tified to reveal any major differences between peak 
monthly demand and average demand throughout the 
year. The forecast is adjusted for seasonal trends 
by the ratio of each month's demand to the annual 
average (Figure 1): 

[ (Average month) + (Adjusted forecast)] x 
Forecast= Seasonally adjusted forecast. 

Internal variables incorporated into the produc-

PRODUCT ION FORECAST I NG REPORT 
DRIYER'S LICENSE SECTION IEXANININ61 
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tion control reports include sick leave, annual 
leave, productivity rate per man-hour, employee 
hours available, and employees available. Sick leave 
is computed by using a moving average, with the new 
average computed monthly, Because annual leave per
centages fluctuate, the production report contains 
leave figures at 0, 4, 9, and 14 percent, and fore
casts staffing needs at each one of these rates. 
Productivity rates were taken from production 
reports of the various units. These rates are con
stantly checked and updated because of the phenome
non of the learning curve, new procedures, calculat
ing techniques, new employees, and various other 
factors (Figure 2). 

As a result of the production forecast, line man
agers and supervisors have a fairly accurate idea of 
the volume of work that can be expected in the near 
future, This has enabled PennDOT' s management and 
supervisory team to take staff from areas of low de
mand for use in areas of high demand. It has also 
been useful for scheduling overtime far enough in 
advance to give employees time to make arrangements, 
thereby increasing the number of employees turning 
out for overtime, And the production forecast is 
still used for its original purpose: determining 
when annual and personal leave days may be taken by 
employees. 

Of course the true test of the effectiveness of a 
system is its use by management and the results ob
tained from that use. By that measure, this MIS has 
been an unqualified success. The forecasting accu
racy has been in excess of 90 percent, given that 
only 2.5 years of historical data are available and 
that in 1983, for the first time in 3 years, there 
was a significant increase in the volume of work be
cause of increased automobile sales. 

The real proof, however, is that for the first 
time title and registration turnaround time has been 
less than 8 days during the spring and summer 
months. In June 1982 this turnaround time was 15.4 
daysi in June 1983 the turnaround time was 7.6 days, 

NONTHL i FORmST 
FOR NEXT 12 NONTHS 

NONTH 1180 1981 1982 1983 1984 Total Average 1983 1984 

Jan 6080) 66862 59376 71.SV 258700 64675 :JAN 64227 
Feb 67lll 82981 67179 79652 mm 74186 IFE8 mn 
Mar 90375 104445 86989 79422 361231 90308 IMAR 89603 
Apr 95673 94808 74212 74796 I 339569 84892 IAPR 84305 
Nay 86454 98318 80353 265125 88375 lNAV 87763 
Jun 96868 102958 92184 292010 973l7 :JUN 96663 
Jul 84765 96852 91142 82886 mm 88911 IJUL 88296 
Aug 99107 81034 104877 99107 384125 96031 IAUG 95J67 
Sep 75012 89757 86817 02954 334540 8J6l5 :SEP 83056 
Oct 89289 60361 82983 0sm 318428 79607 IOCT 79056 
Nov 64001 74723 7!604 82384 mm 73678 :NOY 73168 
Dec 64444 76100 59376 68030 267950 66988 :DEC 66524 

Total 476618 mm 1oms1 961449 305529 3769180 
Anrage 79436 0m1 87438 80121 76382 314098 

AYERAGE VEAR• 983264 
CURRENT DENAND• 979222 
CURRENT FORECAST• mm 
NEN FORECAST 976460 

L. Thi s sect ion con tain s volume s received information submitted by the units, totals yea rly 
volumes to the cur rent month (total) and a lso gives average monthly volume for each yea r 
(average), 

2. The r eport also contains the total for all homogeneous months, i.e., January, 1982; 
January, 198). It also takes the average of the homogeneous months so that the forecast 
r~n h i:' '3easonally adjuated. 

3. Predicted volumes for the next 12 man ths are given. 

4. The average yearly volume, current demand (the last 12 months), and the current 
and new forecasts are represented. The new forecast represents the volume predicted for 
the next 12 months. 

FIGURE 1 Production forecasting report, driver's license section. 
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JUNE DISCRETIONARY HOURS 
PRODUCTION FORECAST 

ADDITIONAL HOURS NEEDED 
PREDICTED-YOLU!E 9666l HOURS AYAILBLE AT !NEEDED HOURS-AVAILABLE HOURS! 

PRODUCTIVITY RATE- .omm LEAVE.04! ANNUAL----- 57 
PER !AN HOUR• 44 1110 

HOURS NEEDED 2197 . ms JCK LEAVE. 09! ANNUAL----- 174 
1023 

DAYS IN !ONTH? 11 
• 05!5 JCk LEAVE. Ill ANNUAL----- 292 

AVG. NO. OF E!PLOYEES 1905 
AVAILABLE? 16 

.OO!SICK LEAVE. 007. ANNUAL----- -155 
E!PLOYEE HOU!! 1351 
AVAILABLE 2351 

• OS!SIC! LEAVE. 00! ANNUAL----- -38 
CURRENT sm LEAVE 2234 
USA6E' .05 

1-l!fNUS INDICATES SURPLUS HOURS 

This r epor t provides the managers with a quick analysis of what is taking place within their units. 

1. Predicted volume - forecasted volume for month indicated. 
2. Productivity rate per man hour - volume of work completed in one hour by an individual. 
3. Hours needed - this indicates the amount of time necessary to process the predicted volume. 
~. Days in month - ·number of working days i n month indicated. 
5. Average numbe r of employees - number of producing employees within a unit available. 
6. Employee hours available - numb e r of employee hours available (based on 7 hours) . 
7. Current sick leave usage - forecasted sick leave for division. 
8. Hours available at current sick leave - sick leave usage minus numb e r of hours available. 
9. Discret ionary hours. -

- Hours available at - includes hou~s available at current sick leave and annual leave usage. 
- Additional hours needed - these figures indicate addit ional hours needed or surplus hours 

available. 
10. Unit capability - this figure indicates what a. unit can pot entially produce for the month indicated 

at current productivity rates and staff complement. 

FIGURE 2 Productivity rates. 

and that was done with less staff in 1983 than in 
1982. The numbers are just as dramatic for driver 
licensing applications. 

STATISTICAL QUALITY CONTROL 

One of the most important areas of concern for the 
Department is product quality. In the past tradi
tional quality control methods have been used in an 
attempt to produce better quality products. There 
was a proofreading staff that read all titles before 
they left the Department. There was, and is, a 
dedicated staff to review accident records process
ing. The proofreading staff represented 100 percent 
inspection, and like all 100 percent inspection 
schemes, it did not work well, and by 19 79 had been 
dropped entirely. 

But because there was no longer a quality control 
activity for title processing, this did not mean 
that the concern disappt!att!ll. In 1900, using the .io
cident record review as a model, PennDOT began qual
ity review by sampling techniques in critical areas 
of the title processing process. In 1982 a quality 
control staff was assembled and the error potential 
of the driver and vehicle operating systems was 
assessed. 

The title and registration system was by far the 
most error prone. It was not startling news. The 
automated title and registration system is not par
ticularly quality conscious or quality supportive. 
In September 1982 a capability study by Constance 
Whitmarsh-Tomko of the Bureau of Motor Vehicles and 
Licensing had been completed for all phases of the 
vehicle title and registration system. Control 
charts or p-charts were developed to show fraction 
rejected (Figure 3) for applications processed. 

Statistical quality control techniques were 
chosen because of the failure of the traditional 
quality control model and a conviction that this was 
the only technique that had any hope of substan-

tially increasing product quality. Although the 
Irving Trust Company of New York City has used the 
technique since 1975 with great success, use of sta
tistical quality control for normal clerical opera
t inn ~ is still rare. 

To support the quality control plan and to pro
vide management information on the outgoing quality 
level of the Department's products, a standardized 
error reporting system was developed by William 
Hutchinson and Ms. Whitmarsh-Tomko. Before develop
ment of this system, error reporting had been done 
on a unit-by-unit basis without any standardized 
procedure or idea of the necessary sample size. 
There was no qualitative measure to the particular 
error: any type of error rendered the entire trans
action in error. 

In developing the standardized error reporting 
system, an error reporting study was done that 
developed a data base of all total possible errors 
that could occur in the vehicle title and registra
tion oyatcm. Error s were broken d~wn hy sPct.ion and 
were further divided into type, impact of severity, 
and frequency, and a procedure for standardizing er
rors was then developed. 
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FIGURE 3 Data entry p-chart. 
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OPERATOR ERr<OR/SAMPLE 
------·---

SUP . 0/(1 

122 3/140 
102 6/140 
103 1/ 135 
104 b/135 
RET 0/30 
106 3/130 
121 4 /135 
113 0/25 
RET 0/35 
115 1/140 
118 0/140 
119 0/20 
120 5/125 

TOTAL ERROr,s 29 
TOTAL SAMPLE 1330 

PROCESS AVERAGE! 2. 18 
PROCESS CAPABILITY: 2.18 

PERCENTAGE 
-------
(l 

2.14 
4.29 
.74 
4.44 
0 
2.31 
2.96 
0 
(I 

.71 
0 
(l 

4 

Q-SCORE 

(l 

70 
61 
76 
61 
74 
70 
67 
74 
74 
76 
79 
73 
63 

FIGURE 4 Section report giving errors and quality score by 
operator. 

Four error-type categories were established: 
typing, document mishandling, judgment, and machine. 
All errors were assigned to one of these four types. 
The error types were divided by impact. Impacts were 
either public or system. An error affects the public 
if it produces a product that will not satisfy a 
customer's expectations. All other errors are sys-

EIAll!N!N& D!YISHMI 
IIEEk ENDED: 84108103 

DE&REE DF 
!lfACT ERROR DESCRIPT!IMI 
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tern impact errors; that is, they delay the flow of 
documents and create additional work. 

Finally, errors were then grouped according to 
their severity. Each was placed in an impact clas
sification, which is different than the impact type 
in that it gives the degree of impact the error has 
on the system. Three classifications were used: 
er itical, major, and minor. Critical defects will 
affect usability, major defects might affect usabil
ity, and minor defects will not affect usability of 
the output piece (!.l• To distinguish between errors 
and different impact classification, each was as
signed a numerical weight, where er itical = 10, ma
jor = 5, and minor = 1. Although any weight can be 
assigned to the classifications, these numbers give 
sufficient distinction among classifications and are 
generally considered satisfactory (.!_). 

Once grouped by error type, impact type, and im
pact classification, it was necessary to develop a 
means for standardizing errors. All sections cannot 
commit the same number of possible errors; there
fore, a procedure was developed to put all sections 
on an equal error scale. The net result was an error 
conversion number assigned to each error. The error 
conversion number will be higher per error for sec
tions capable of committing few errors and lower per 
error for those capable of committing many errors. 
The importance of the error conversion number lies 
in its balancing out the probability that the sec
tion capable of committing many errors will commit 
more than one capable of committing few errors. 

NE!&HTED 
FACTOR 

NORk COIWLETED: 47273 
SR"1LE SIZE: 1180 
ERROIIEO APPS.: :S. 
AY& , ERRORS PER APP. : I , 14 

ERROR 
FREQUENCY 

NEIGH! 
ADJUSTED 
ERROR 

----·-··--------~----------.----------~--~-----...... ·-·-·--------------------------------------
YTR, IAII ERRDRED APPS: 5 

AVG. ERRDRS PER APP: I, 2 

CRll!CAL I. incorr,ct 11k1 cade o.m 0 0.000 
2, lncarroct r1gi1tr•tian 11pir1tian o.m I o.m 
l. incarrKt title cadt o.m 0 0.000 
4. flllurt to rtjtct for 1ddltian•I ftt o.m I o.m 
5. fliluro ta rtject for proof of ••ntr1hlp o.m 0 0.000 
6. incorrect tog tvp• cad• o.m 0 0.000 
7, incorrtct co1pl1tion of h.11 print o.m 0 0.000 
8. incarroct output indlcotar o.m 0 0.000 
V. un1uthorind 1ining ipplic1tion o.m 0 0.000 
10, •PP ln11rhd in •rang bitch o.m 0 0.000 
11, OTHER o.m 0 0.000 

SUBTOTAL 

IIAJOR 12, incarr1et tot.ling al foe 0. 156 0 0. 000 
tJ. lncorrMt rejection code 0.156 0 0.000 
14, unn1cnury rejection 0.156 0 0.000 
15. unnrcnury r1j1ttlan, should be 1p1cl•l h•ndl 0.156 0 0.000 
16. flllur• to cad• far 1p1eiol hondllng 0.156 0 0.000 
17, hil to rtj /other th•• 111 or pr! of ONntrshp 0.156 o.m 
18. OTHER 0.156 0.000 

SUBTOTAL 

NINOR 1q, 1b11nc1 af r1quir1d trr cde on rej/not checkin 0. 031 0.000 
20. rtjtetlon •nd 1pocl,I hondling Hrk1d O.Oll 0 0.000 
21 , r1card1d incorrect ht O.Oll 0 0.000 
22, incarroct uln In co,puhtlon O.Oll 0 0.000 
23. mardtd lot not roquirod 0. 031 0 0.000 
24, incarrrct tr•nuctlan codt 0.031 I O.Oll 
25. 1111 uro to rocord rtquired f11 0.031 0 0.000 
26. hiluro to shop ID nulber 0.031 1 0.063 
27, incarr1<t 1ptchl h1ndlin9 uror cod, 0. 031 0 0.000 
28. hilura to code 11H9tlon r111on nulbtr O.Oll 0 0.000 
~. hilurt to code uncDHOn Hkt 0.031 0 0.000 
30, r1card1d f11 in incarr1ct pllct 0.031 0 0.000 
JI, •rang proc ft1 rtnon cd1/hil to cd1 runn 0. 031 0 0.000 
32. OTHER 0.031 0 0.000 

SUB10111l 

SECIIIMI TOTAL 

FIGURE 5 Section report by error type, frequency, and impact. 
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The error conversion number is used along with 
the impact classification weight and a specific er
ror frequency (error frequency data being gathered 
through quality assurance sampling) to calculate a 
weight adjusted error. The computation (Error fre
quency x Error conversion x Impact classification 
weight) is simple multiplicat i on and gives an ad
justed error rate that can be compared across divi
sion and section lines. The higher the magnitude of 
the weight adjusted error, the more serious are the 
implications of committing that error. 

This information is presented in a hierarchy of 
four formatted reports based on organizational 
level, section, division, summary, and management 
summary error reports. Each successful report repre
sents t he data in a manner useful to different 
levels and applications of management (see Figures 
4-7). 

EIA"1NIN6 
VTR ,TAII 
VTR. TAil 
VTR. TAil 
VTR. TAIi 
VTR . TA!5 

DATA ENTRY 
1/HLTAI! 
VTR. TAl2 
VTR. TAi l 
VTR . TAl4 
VTR. TA l5 
VTR . Tm 

TOTAL ERRORED APPS 

s~ii:ru: ::u~u n- ~~r£ 

PREDICTED QUALITY RATE 

PREDICTED ERRORED APPS 

APPLICAT!DNS PROCESSED 

84 /06 /29 

ERROREO 
APP. I 1 I 

40 2.m 
1 2.51! 

14 5.Bll 
10 l.85! 
J 1. 181 

1.82! 

75 5.57! 
!b , . RI ! 

l .17! 
I. 78! 

21 i.67! 
20 8.701 

6.671 

115 

CI~ .1n 

94 .m - 96.51 

mo · m o 

89419 

84/07/06 

EUOR£0 
APP. I 1 I 

22 
J 

70 

" 8 
15 
15 

10 

2.651 
1.671 
1.m 
5.001 
2.001 
1.501 

6. 971 
B. 421 
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This system began in September 1983 after inten
sive training of managers, supervisors, and lead 
workers by the quality control staff. The system 
has been on-line for only a short time, and the re
sults are not readily available. Information from 
this system can now be used by managers and super
visors to gauge the quality performance of the title 
and registration system and for development of tar
geted r emedial training cf staff and agents . I n ad
dition, the data are being used to program system 
enhancements for quality improvements. 

PennDOT believes that this system holds a lot of 
promise. Its success with the most error-prone sys
tem will mean extension of statistical quality con
trol to other traffic records systems. In driver 
licensing, PennDOT is just beginning to study the 
possible use of statistical quality control method-
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FIGURE 6 Weekly summary report for full quality control reporting. 
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ologies to improve the quality of Pennsylvania 
drivers. 

These Migs are just a sample of the smaller MIS 
used to operate the driver and vehicle record sys
tems. Although these are specifically pertinent to 
Pennsylvania, the concept is applicable to any ju
risdiction. 

These systems have enabled Department management 
to focus on pertinent and highly relevant problem 
areas. They have helped measure and guide solutions. 
The greatest gift, however, has been time. With thP. 
operating systems working fairly efficiently, less 
time is spent by traffic records managers solving 
crises. Oftentimes these small MISs highlight prob
lems well in advance of the crises stage while their 

7 

solution is still fairly simple and quick. In addi
tion, the data from these systems often point to the 
solution. 

With management time available, instead of con
sumed by endless rounds of "firefighting," managers 
can structure, plan, and nurture that other part of 
traffic records--the safety MISs. 
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Pennsylvania Driving Under the Influence Extra 

Enforcement Grants: How Traffic Records Can 

Assist a Highway Safety Program 

BRADLEY L. MALLORY 

ABSTRACT 

From 1982 through 1983 the Pennsylvania De
partment of Transportation has funded 25 
driving under the influence (DUI) extra en
forcement grants. These grants consisted of 
patrol units of one or two officers dedi
cated solely to enforcing DUI laws. The 
hours of operation of the units, generally 
10:00 p.m. to 4:00 a.m. on weekends, were 
suggested by data contained in Pennsyl
vania's accident records system. The 25 
counties that received grants were identi
fied from data contained in Pennsylvania's 
accident records system. A highway safety 
planning tool called the municipal accident 
priority system was used to generate a list 
of Pennsylvania's 67 counties in descending 
order of their alcohol-related accident 
problem. Originally, proposals were solic
ited from the top 20 problem counties. Thir
teen counties responded and received grants. 
In the second phase proposals were solicited 
from the second group of 20 problem coun
ties. Twelve of these counties received 
grants. The extra enforcement grants have 
resulted in increases in total DUI enforce
ment levels, ranging as high as 410.53 per
cent. The cost per arrest under the grants 
ranged from $220.28 to $613.51 during the 
hours specified. Preliminary accident sta
tistics suggest that accident activity has 
decreased more in the municipalities with 
DUI extra enforcement grants than in those 
municipalities that did not have grants. 

This is encouraging, but further research 
will be necessary to more exactly determine 
the contribution of increased DUI extra en
forcement to decreased accident activity. 

There is general agreement in the highway safety 
community that an increased level of enforcement is 
the single most effective countermeasure to reduce 
the number of alcohol- and other drug-related acci
dents. The theory is that increased enforcement 
deters people from driving drunk by making them be
lieve that they will be caught if they do. 

The nationwide average level of driving under the 
influence (DUI) enforcement was approximately 1.8 
arrests per officer in 1982 according to NHTSA. Some 
highway safety experts have suggested that an aver
age of at least 2. 0 arrests per officer would be 
necessary to have any meaningful impact. However, 
there is little, if any, empirical evidence to sup
port this proposition. 

Enforcement rates vary greatly from state to 
state and even with in states. Pennsylvania has tra
ditionally been at the low end of the spectrum. Fig
ure 1 shows the DUI enforcement in Pennsylvania from 
1978 through 1982. The level remained fairly consis
tent through 1980 at or below 0,8 arrests per full
time officer. 

However, Pennsylvania's level of DUI enforcement 
increased 37 percent (from 0.84 to 1.15 arrests per 
officer) from 1980 through 1982. There are two main 
reasons for this increase. First, police officers 
and management were responsive to heightened public 
interest in the DUI problem. In response to this 
heightened interest, Governor Dick Thornburgh ap-




